The transformation of total graph structures has been studied from the algebraic point of view over more than two decades now, and it has motivated the development of the so-called double-pushout and single-pushout approaches to graph transformation. In this article we extend the double-pushout approach to the algebraic transformation of partial many-sorted unary algebras.
Introduction
This is the rst of a series of articles where we study the algebraic transformation of partial many-sorted unary algebras, both under the double and single-pushout approaches. As its title claims, this rst article is devoted to the double-pushout approach. The second article 4] deals with the single-pushout approach, and we plan at least a third article devoted to the application of this theory to the transformation of hypergraphs (and generalizations; see Examples 3 and 4). A summary of some of the main results of this series of papers appears in 1].
The algebraic theory of graph transformation 6] has evolved over the last two decades as the convergence of two research directions: the generalization of string grammars to the rewriting of multi-dimensional structures, on the one hand; and on the other hand the generalization of term rewriting, as used in the design and implementation of modern functional and logic programming languages, to the rewriting of graph structures.
A (double-pushout) production rule in a category C is a pair of morphisms P = (L l ? K r ?! R) One may eventually require l and r to belong to a distinguished subclass M of morphisms, calling it then an M-rule. In order to use double-pushout transformations in a category C which has (binary) pushouts, one has to nd a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of a pushout complement for the left-hand side morphism l : K ? ! L of rule P and the morphism m : L ? ! G. One usually refers to such a necessary and su cient condition as gluing condition, because in the case of graphs (and, as we shall see, in the case of unary partial algebras too) it essentially imposes some restrictions on G?m(L?l(K)), which is the \gluing part" of G, i.e., the part to be preserved by the transformation.
Moreover, the object derived from G by rule P through morphism m in principle need not be unique, even up to isomorphism. Therefore, it is interesting either to nd su cient conditions on P and m that guarantee such uniqueness up to isomorphism, or to distinguish and characterize (again up to isomorphism) one such derived object, that can be constructed following an explicit recipe, among all derived objects.
Let now ? = (S; ; ) be a graph structure, i.e., a signature with all its operations unary (see Appendix A for all concepts on partial algebras used herein). Let Alg ? be the category with objects all partial ?-algebras and with morphisms the usual homomorphisms of partial algebras, and let C-Alg ? be the category with objects again all partial ?-algebras and with morphisms only the closed homomorphisms of partial algebras. In Sections 2 and 3 below we recall that both Alg ? and C-Alg ? have binary pushouts, by giving an explicit construction of such pushouts, based on the descriptions of coproducts and coequalizers in these categories given in 2] and 5]; we give in both cases a gluing condition, and we give an explicit description of a pushout complement of two morphisms satisfying it; and we study the uniqueness of such a pushout complement. In particular, we show that it is unique (up to isomorphism) in both cases, provided that the \top" homomorphism be closed and injective, i.e., a regular monomorphism in any of these categories 5, Th. 5].
Therefore, given a production rule P = (L l K r ! R) in Alg ? or C-Alg ? , and a homomorphism m : L ? ! G satisfying the corresponding gluing condition w.r.t. l, we can compute rst a pushout complement D of l and m following the recipe we give, and then the pushout H of r and the homomorphism K ? ! D obtained before (again following an explicit recipe). In this way we obtain \the" result of applying rule P to G through m.
Furthermore, both in Alg ? and in C-Alg ? we can conclude that if l is a closed monomorphism then the partial ?-algebra H obtained in this way is unique up to isomorphism, in the sense that if we take another pushout complement of l and m and if we construct the nal pushout using a di erent recipe than the one used here, then we obtain a partial algebra isomorphic to H. In the general case, we can only \distinguish" by means of a universal property the derived partial algebra H that we describe.
We also prove that, for any production rule P = (L l K r ! R) in Alg ? or C-Alg ? ,
there exists a production rule P c = (L lc K c rc ! R c ) in the same category with l c closed and injective and such that the results of applying rules P and P c to a partial ?-algebra G through a homomorphism m are the same up to isomorphism. Therefore, one can restrict oneself to production rules with left-hand side homomorphism closed and injective, without any loss of computational power.
The application of a production rule P in Alg ? or in C-Alg ? to an algebra G through a suitable homomorphism m has in both cases the usual e ect of removing some elements of G and adding some elements to the result. In the case of production rules in C-Alg ? , we can only add new points and operations de ned on these points, but no operation de ned on the \old" ones, while in the case of production rules in Alg ? we can moreover add operations in the part preserved by the application of P, i.e., in the part coming from G. And in both cases, we can only remove points from G and operations involving these removed points, but we cannot remove an operation ' G (a) = b without removing a or b.
In Section 4 of this article we determine which high-level replacement (HLR) conditions are satis ed by each one of the categories studied here, w.r.t. di erent classes M of homomorphisms. HLR conditions are sets of simple conditions on a category C and a class of morphisms M that guarantee that double-pushout transformation in C using M-rules satis es speci c properties. So, the knowledge of the HLR conditions satis ed by a pair (C; M)
gives a rst approach to the kind of properties one should expect for double-pushout transformation in C using M-rules. See Appendix B below for the statement of the main HLR conditions, and 11] for a recent survey on HLR condititions and the properties entailed by them.
For instance, our results entail that double-pushout transformation both in Alg ? and C-Alg ? using production rules with both morphisms l and r closed and injective satis es the highest HLR conditions introduced so far, and therefore it has in both cases the same good properties as for instance double-pushout labeled graph transformation using production rules with both morphisms injective: Local Church-Rosser Theorems, Parallelism Theorems, Canonical Dependency Relation, Concurrency Theorem, Existence and Uniqueness of Canonical Derivations, Static and Dynamic Parallel Derivation Theorems, Embedding Theorems, Distributed Parallelism Theorem, Fusion Compatibility Theorem, etc; see 11] for informal descriptions of these results, and the references therein for their exact formulation. On the other hand, double-pushout transformation in Alg ? using production rules with both morphisms l and r injective (even full, but not necessarily closed) only satis es one of the lowest HLR conditions, so in principle it only satis es the Static and Dynamic Parallel Derivation Theorems. These results add up to partial algebrists' belief, based on 5] and 10], that, for unary partial algebras, closed homomorphisms are better than plain homomorphisms.
For the sake of the reader's convenience we include two Appendices at the end of this article, the rst one devoted to give a brief summary of the language of partial algebras used in this article (and in its sequels) and the second one to recall the HLR conditions that appear in Section 4.
Examples. Let us recall several categories that can be interpreted as classes of unary partial algebras closed under closed subalgebras (and therefore under the pushout complements we describe in Proposition 10) and pushout objects, and therefore where it is possible to apply the di erent approaches to double-pushout transformation that we introduce in this paper. In the rst four examples, this interpretation corresponds to an isomorphism of categories. We shall not develop these applications here; in the case of hypergraphs and higher-order hypergraphs, we plan to devote a paper to them in this series. Example 1. (Total unary algebras) For any graph structure ?, a total ?-algebra is, of course, a special type of partial ?-algebra, and any plain or closed homomorphism between two total ?-algebras is a homomorphism in the sense of the theory of total algebras. Therefore the usual category TAlg ? of total ?-algebras is a full subcategory of both Alg ? and C-Alg ? .
Moreover, a closed subalgebra of a total algebra is again total, and if K, A and B are total ?-algebras then the pushout object of two (plain or closed) homomorphisms f : K ? ! A and g : K ? ! B is also a total ?-algebra, and it is equal to their pushout object w.r. with (s) = (t) = (E; V ).
A morphism of partial graphs f : G ? ! G 0 is de ned as a pair f = (f V ; f E ) of total mappings f V : G V ? ! G 0 V and f E : G E ? ! G 0 E such that f V s G = s G 0 f E and f V t G = t G 0 f E ; i.e., as a closed homomorphism of partial G -algebras.
Using the language of the theory of partial algebras, we can de ne a weak morphism of partial graphs f : G ? ! G 0 as a plain homomorphism of G -algebras; i.e., as a pair f = (f V ; f E ) of total mappings f V : G V ? ! G 0 V and f E : G E ? ! G 0 E such that f V s G s G 0 f E and f V t G t G 0 f E . for every i 2 Z Z + ), G V and G E are nite, and there exists some n(G) 2 Z Z + such that dom s G n(G) = dom t G n(G) = dom a G n(G) = ;. Let H be the class of partial H -algebras satisfying these conditions.
The connection between higher-order hypergraphs and partial H -algebras belonging to H comes as follows: for every e 2 G E , if e 2 dom s G n ? dom s G n+1 then s G (e) = s G 1 (e) : : :s G n (e), while if e 6 2 dom s G 1 then s G (e) = , and similar de nitions for t G (e) and a G (e).
Using this interpretation of the source, target and abstraction mappings in terms of the unary operations in H , given two higher-order hypergraphs G = (G V ; G E ; s G ; t G ) and G 0 = (G 0 V ; G 0 E ; s G 0 ; t G 0 ), and a pair of total mappings f = (f V ; f E ), f V : G V ? ! G 0 V and f E : G E ? ! G 0 E , we have the following translations of both types of homomorphisms of partial algebras studied in this paper (see 1 f is a (plain) homomorphism from G to G 0 iff for every e 2 G E there exist some w s ; w t ; w a 2 G 0 V such that s G 0 (f E (e)) = f V (s G (e)) w s , t G 0 (f E (e)) = f V (t G (e)) w t and a G 0 (f E (e)) = f E (a G (e)) w a .
f is a closed homomorphism from G to G 0 iff s G 0 (f E (e)) = f V (s G (e)), t G 0 (f E (e)) = f V (t G (e)) and a G 0 (f E (e)) = f E (a G (e)) for every e 2 G E . It turns out that H is closed under closed H -subalgebras and pushout objects w.r.t.
homomorphisms and closed homomorphisms (see 13, Prop. 9] and 1, Th. 2.1]). Actually, as we mentioned, the rst condition de ning H is equivalent to a set of ECE-equations, and then this yields a complete and cocomplete full subcategory of Alg ? (see the end of Appendix A.9), while the second condition is a higher-order property that yields a nitely complete and nitely cocomplete full subcategory of the class of partial ?-algebras de ned by these ECE-equations. Example 4. (Hypergraphs) A hypergraph is a structure G = (G V ; G E ; s G ; t G ) where G V and G E are two nite sets (of nodes and arcs, respectively) and s G : G E ? ! G V , t G : G E ? ! G V are total mappings, called the source and target mappings respectively Then, hypergraphs can be interpreted as (fV; Eg; fs i ; t i j i 2 Z Z + g; )-reducts of partial H -algebras in H. Everything that has been said on higher-order hypergraphs in the previous example can be translated to hypergraphs, by simply forgetting the abstraction mapping a G and the unary operations a G i .
Notice in particular that a closed homomorphism between two hypergraphs considered as partial algebras is nothing but a usual morphism of hypergraphs. Proof: Since the pushout of two homomorphisms is unique up to isomorphism (over the codomains of the homomorphisms), we may assume without any loss of generality that D = (A + B)/ (K) and that f 0 and g 0 are the restrictions to B and A (considered as subalgebras of A + B) of nat (K) .
In this case points (i) and (iv) are clear, since they already hold for the coproduct and nat (K) is a full and surjective homomorphism.
As to points (ii) and ( 
is clearly a congruence on A + B containing (f(f s (x); g s (x)) j x 2 K s g) s2S .
Once we know that Alg ? has all binary pushouts, we look for the gluing condition for homomorphisms, a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of a pushout iii) We say that m satis es the relative closedness condition w.r.t. f when for every ' 2 , say with w(') = s, and x 2 dom ' D , if x = m s (a) with a 2 A s ? C A (f(K)) s then a 2 dom ' A . iv) We say that m satis es the gluing condition w.r.t. f when it satis es simultaneously the dangling, identi cation and relative closedness conditions. Notice for instance that if A = C A (f(K)) then any homomorphism m with origin A satis es the gluing condition w.r.t. f. On the other hand, recall that if f is closed then C A (f(K)) = f(K), and therefore, in this case, the formulation of the gluing condition can be simpli ed by replacing everywhere C A (f(K)) by f(K).
Let us prove now that such gluing condition of m w.r.t. f is indeed a necessary and su cient condition for the existence of a pushout complement for f and m. 
from where we get h s (m s (a)) = h s (t B (g s 1 (y))) = q s (t B (g s 1 (y))) = t E (q s 1 (g s 1 (y))) = t E (p s 1 (f s 1 (y))) = p s (t A (f s 1 (y))) = p s (a)
So, we have that h m = p and h d = q. Moreover, it is clear that such h is the only mapping from D to E satisfying these equalities. It remains to prove that h is indeed a homomorphism h : D ? ! E. So, let ' 2 with (') = (s; s 0 ) and let x 2 dom ' D . We have to consider two possibilities:
Assume that x 2 B s . Then x 2 dom ' B and h s (x) = q s (x) 2 dom ' E . Moreover
Assume now x 6 2 B s , so that x = m s (a) for some a 2 A s ? C A (f(K)) s (and by the identi cation condition such a is the only preimage of x by m s ). Since x 2 dom ' D we have a 2 dom ' A (because of the relative closedness condition) and h s (x) = p s (a) 2
This Unfortunately, the uniqueness up to isomorphism of the pushout complement is not guaranteed in general, as the following two examples show. Examples 11. Let ? be a graph structure with a single sort (which we shall omit as a subscript in practice) and a single unary operation '. a) Let K be a discrete ?-algebra with carrier K = fag. Let Notice that, in the previous examples, f is full and injective and f 0 is closed but not injective. We shall prove now that if f is closed and injective then the pushout complement is indeed unique up to isomorphism. To prove it, we need rst two lemmas that have some interest in themselves (see Propositions 29 and 30). Lemma 12. With the notations of Proposition 6, if f : K ? ! A and g : K ? ! B are two homomorphisms and f is closed and injective, then for every s 
This proves that (K) o is a congruence on A + B contained in (K) and containing (f(f s (x); g s (x)) j x 2 K s g) s2S . Since (K) is the least such congruence, it implies that
This lemma is the main ingredient in the proof of the following one. We shall say then that H is the derived partial ?-algebra of G by the application of rule P through morphism m.
This derived partial ?-algebra H is obtained in the following way: 1. Remove from G s , s 2 S, all elements that are images under m s of elements of L s , except those which are images of elements of the form t L (l s 0 (z)), for t 2 T ? (X ) s with w(t) = s 0 and z 2 K s 0 .
The gluing condition guarantees that this yields a closed subalgebra D of G containing m(l(K)). Such D is the context algebra in the application of P to G. 2. Add R to D, by rst forming the coproduct D+R (which in this case is nothing but a \disjoint union" of these algebras) and then identifying in it all pairs of images of elements of K by r and m l (by means of the least congruence containing all pairs (r s (z); m s (l s (z))), for every s 2 S and z 2 K s ).
Example 16. Let ? be a graph structure with a single sort and a single unary operation '. We look for a production rule P in Alg ? by means of which one can identify in any partial ?-algebra A any given triple of elements a; a 0 ; b such that ' A (a) = ' A (a 0 ) = b (yielding an element with a \'-loop" on it).
Such a rule could be P = (L l ? K r ?! R) with the ?-algebra L given by L = fa 1 ; a 2 ; bg and ' L (a 1 ) = ' L (a 2 ) = b, the algebra K being the relative subalgebra of L supported on K = fa 1 ; a 2 g and l being the corresponding embedding, R being a total ?-algebra supported on a singleton, i.e., R = fag and ' R (a) = a, and r being the trivial homomorphism given by r(a 1 ) = r(a 2 ) = a.
Since C L (l(K)) = L, the production rule P can be applied through any homomorphism m : L ? ! G with origin L, and its application has exactly the desired e ect. Indeed, in this case the context object is G again, and then the derived algebra is the pushout object of r and mj K (1)
? ? ? ? l where (1), (2) and (3) are pushout squares, and set P c = (L lc ? K c rc ?! R c ).
Since (1) and (3) are pushout squares, H is (isomorphic to) the derived partial ?-algebra of G by the application of P c through m. On the other hand, since (2) and (3) are pushout squares, (2)+(3) is a pushout square and therefore H is also (isomorphic to) the derived partial ?-algebra of G by the application of P through m.
This proposition states that any production rule P = (L l ? K r ?! R) in Alg ? is equivalent to a production rule P c = (L lc ? K c rc ?! R c ) with its left-hand side homomorphism l c the embedding of a closed subalgebra, in the sense that the derived algebras (in the sense of De nition 15) of a given algebra G by the application of both production rules P and P c through the same homomorphism m : L ? ! G are isomorphic.
Notice that in this case the context algebra of the application of rule P c to G through m : L ? ! G is simply the closed subalgebra of G supported on G ? m(L ? K c ); i.e., we must simply remove from G the images under m of the elements of L not in K c .
Furthermore, the production rules with left-hand side homomorphism l closed and injective are important, because from Proposition 14 we obtain for them the following uniqueness property. Then H 0 is isomorphic to the derived partial ?-algebra H of G by P through m.
Remark: If f is not closed and injective then the \uniqueness up to isomorphism" in Proposition 14 and Corollary 18 need not hold any longer. Actually, the best we can obtain in the general case, using an argument similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 14 and the universal property of pushouts, is the following: We can consider then such derived partial ?-algebra as a terminal object in a certain category of \results" of the application of rule P to G through morphism m, and therefore it is distinguished up to isomorphism among them.
3 Double-pushout transformation in C ? Alg ?
It turns out that C-Alg ? is closed under the coproducts and pushouts in Alg ? . Again, all along this Section we shall assume that ? is a graph structure. If we translate to closed homomorphisms the gluing condition given in De nition 8, having the previous remark in mind, we obtain the following de nition. We shall say that H is the derived partial ?-algebra of G by the application of rule P through m.
In this case, the derived partial ?-algebra H is obtained in the following way: 1. Remove from G s , s 2 S, all elements that are images under m s of elements y of L s that do not belong to l s (K s ).
The gluing condition guarantees that this yields a closed subalgebra D of G containing m(l(K)). Such D is the context algebra in the application of P to G. 
HLR Conditions
A system of double-pushout production M-rules may (or may not) satisfy several properties, depending on the category where the transformation takes place and on the class M of morphisms. In order to guarantee some properties, as for example local Church-Rosser theorems or Concurrency theorems, certain simpler technical su cient conditions, known generically as HLR conditions have been introduced in the literature. For the convenience of the reader, in Appendix B we recall these HLR conditions; see 11] for a recent survey on this topic. In this Section we investigate which HLR conditions are satis ed by both double-pushout transformation systems of unary partial algebras introduced in this article, relative to different classes of homomorphisms.
All along this Section we shall assume, once again, that ? = (S; ; ) is a graph structure with 6 = ;. On the other hand, all three pairs clearly do not satisfy the \Monomorphism property", and therefore they do not satisfy condition HLR0.5 either. Let us show by means of an example that they do not satisfy the \M-pushout-pullback decomposition" property, and therefore that they do not satisfy conditions HLR1 and HLRE, either. The example actually only concerns sets and mappings among them, to be understood later as discrete ?-algebras, for any graph structure ?, and (closed) homomorphisms among them. 
with mappings given by f(x 1 ) = y 1 ; f(x 2 ) = y 2 ; f(x 3 ) = y 3 h(y 1 ) = h(y 2 ) = t 1 ; h(y 3 ) = h(y 4 ) = t 2 g(x 1 ) = z 1 ; g(x 2 ) = g(x 3 ) = z 2 g 0 (y 1 ) = g 0 (y 4 ) = z 1 ; g 0 (y 2 ) = g 0 (y 3 ) = z 2 f 0 = Id fz 1 ;z 2 g ; g 00 (t 1 ) = g 00 (t 2 ) = u; h 0 (z 1 ) = h 0 (z 2 ) = u
It is not di cult to check that (1)+(2) is a pushout square (in the category of sets with usual total mappings) and (2) is a pullback square, while (1) is not a pushout square (actually, the pushout object of f and g should have three elements).
Now, and as we have mentioned, although this diagram only involves sets and mappings of sets, and the pushouts and pullbacks are taken in the usual category of sets, we can consider it as involving discrete ?-algebras and closed homomorphisms among them, and it turns out that the pushouts and pullbacks as sets are also pushouts and pullbacks in Alg ? as well as in C-Alg ? .
Let us consider now the cases of M being di erent classes of monomorphisms. Let M w , M f and M c denote respectively the classes of plain, full and closed monomorphisms (roughly, the classes of embeddings of weak subalgebras, relative subalgebras and closed subalgebras, respectively). Let ? be a graph structure and let ' 2 with (') = (s; s 0 ). Let K be a discrete ?-algebra with carrier K given by K s = fx 0 ; x 1 g and K t = ; if t 6 = s. Let Proof: Since the pushouts (respectively, pullbacks) in Alg ? of closed homomorphisms are also pushouts (respectively, pullbacks) in C-Alg ? , it is enough to prove that (Alg ? ; M c ) satis es condition HLR2 .
We know that Alg ? is complete and co-complete, and, by Lemma 13 and Proposition 14, M-pushouts are pullbacks M-pushout-pullback decomposition Twisted-triple-pushout property Cube-pushout-pullback lemma The proofs of these properties are quite similar: to prove that some square is a pushout (respectively, a pullback), we prove that the universal homomorphism from the actual pushout object (respectively, to the actual pullback object) to the object-to-be-pushout (respectively, from the object-to-be-pullback) is an isomorphism, by performing some elementary diagram chasing and using explicit descriptions of the objects that we know are pushouts or pullbacks by hypothesis. In the sequel we prove in detail the rst three properties, and we leave the fourth one to the reader. which exists because of the universal property of pullbacks in C-Alg ? , is surjective, and it is clearly injective because both f and g are injective. Therefore it is an isomorphism, which entails that the pushout square is also a pullback square.
(Alg ? ; M c ) satis es the \M-pushout-pullback decomposition" property. Let now F = (P + C)/ (A) 0 be the pushout object of f and g, where This ends the proof that r is an isomorphism, and therefore that (1) Remark: The same argument can be used to prove that the category of labeled graphs, taking M to be the class of all injective graph morphisms, satis es condition HLRI w.r.t. the class O of all graph morphisms. This generalizes 12, 7.2], where it is proved taking O only as the class of injective graph morphisms. Remark: Since condition HLRI has been used so far only in connection with condition HLR2 , we do not consider here this property for the other pairs dealt with in Propositions 27 and 28. Anyway, it is not di cult to check that no one of them satis es it, even w.r.t. O = M. 28 
Conclusion
The double-pushout approach to graph transformation is extended in this article to the algebraic transformation of partial many-sorted unary algebras; i.e., for ? any graph structure. The algebraic characterization is developed in the category Alg ? , which has all partial ?-algebras as objects and all homomorphisms of partial ?-algebras as morphisms, and in the category C-Alg ? , which has all partial ?-algebras as objects but only closed homomorphisms of partial ?-algebras as morphisms. Such an algebraic characterization is accompanied by an operational characterization, which may serve as a basis for implementation.
These categories of partial many-sorted unary algebras are also classi ed with respect to satisfaction of HLR conditions, where di erent classes M of morphisms are considered. The HLR conditions satis ed by a pair (C; M) entail the satisfaction of di erent rewriting theorems concerning con uence, parallelism and concurrency by double-pushout transformation systems in C formed by production rules P = (L l K r ! R) with both morphisms l and r in M. This entailment is globally summarized in Table 3 .1 in 11].
According to it, double-pushout transformation in Alg ? and C-Alg ? using production rules with both l and r closed and injective homomorphisms satis es the same good properties as double-pushout graph transformation using rules with both morphisms injective: Local Church-Rosser Theorems I and II, Parallelism Theorems, Canonical Dependency Relation Lemma, Concurrency Theorem, Existence and Uniqueness of Canonical Derivations, Static and Dynamic Parallel Derivation Theorems, Embedding Theorems I, II and III, Distributed Parallelism Theorem, Fusion Compatibility Theorem etc., while double-pushout transformation in Alg ? and C-Alg ? using general production rules (i.e., without any further assumption on l and r) satis es at least the Static and Dynamic Parallel Derivation Theorems. See 11] and the references therein for the formulations of these results.
Let us nally mention that our results (especially Proposition 17 and Corollary 25) motivate the study of HLR conditions for \mixed" production rules, with left-hand side morphism in a class M of monomorphisms and general right-hand side morphism. To our knowledge, this has not been considered yet in the HLR literature.
Appendix A: A Partial Algebras Primer Our main target readership are people interested primarily in graph grammars, in principle without any previous good knowledge of partial algebras theory. In order to help them reading this article, we devote this Appendix to introduce some of the basic notations and de nitions about partial algebras we shall use in this article and its sequels (the concepts speci cally related to partial homomorphisms of partial algebras shall be introduced in the second part 4]).
Although in these articles we shall be concerned only with unary partial algebras (i.e., whose operations are applied to single elements), for pedagogical reasons we deal in this Appendix with nitary partial algebras (i.e., whose operations are applied to nite tuples of elements), although perhaps with in nitely many operations.
Except for some notations and conventions, the material included here is standard. In this way, the knowledgeable reader may skip perfectly this Appendix, looking it up only when needed. On the other hand, the reader interested in further information on the concepts introduced herein, or in other important concepts not considered here, may look up 2], or the same author's recent survey 3].
A.1 Signatures. The notion of signature in partial algebras theory is the same that the corresponding notion in total algebras theory.
A signature (or type of algebras) will be a triple = (S; ; ) where S is a non-empty set, whose elements are called sorts; we shall always assume S totally ordered (only to the e ect of de ning unambiguously some words in S , the set of nite words over S). is a set, whose elements are called operation symbols, or simply operations.
: ? ! S S is a mapping, called the arity mapping, satisfying the following condition: for every ' 2 , (') = (w('); (')) 2 S S, with w(') either (the empty word) or of the form w(') = s n1 1 : : :s np p with p 1, s 1 < : : : < s p , and n i > 0 for all i = 1; : : :; p. We shall call (') the sort of '. Throughout this article, whenever we consider a word in S of the form s n1 1 : : :s np p we shall understand implicitly that s 1 < : : : < s p , and n 1 ; : : :; n p > 0.
We shall say that an operation ' is nullary when w(') = . We shall say that an operation ' is unary when w(') = s, for some s 2 S.
A signature is said to be a graph structure (cf. 9]) when all operations in it are unary.
A.2 S-sets. Let = (S; ; ) be a signature. By an S-set we understand an S-indexed family of sets A = (A s ) s2S , i.e., an element of the slice category of sets Sets=S. We A sn if w = s 1 : : :s n Let us x for the rest of this article an S-set X = (X s ) s2S of variables, disjoint with , and with X s = fx s;n j n 1g countably in nite for every s 2 S.
We shall call an initial segment of X any (S-)subset Y X such that for every s 2 S, the set Y s is an initial segment of X s w.r.t. the order on X s given by the subscripts (i.e., if x s;n 2 Y s then x s;i 2 Y s for every i n).
Let Y be a nite initial segment of X, i.e., such that either Y s = ; for each s 2 S or there exist s 1 ; : : :; s p 2 S, with s 1 < : : : < s p , such that Y s = ; if s 6 2 fs 1 ; : : :; s p g and Y si = fx si;1 ; : : :; x si;ni g; n i > 0 for i = 1; : : :; p. In the rst case, set w(Y) = , and in the second case set w(Y) = s n1 1 : : :s np p .
A.3 Partial algebras. Let = (S; ; ) be a signature. A partial -algebra A will be a structure A = (A; (' A ) ' 2 ), where A = (A s ) s2S is an S-set, called the carrier of the algebra; for every s 2 S, the set A s is called the carrier of sort s of the algebra. Some of these carriers (even all of them) may be empty.
For every ' 2 , ' A : A w(') ? ! A (') is a partial mapping, usually called the realization on A of the operation '. In this article, and in order to simplify the notations, we shall usually talk about \operations on A" rather than about \realizations on A of operations".
We shall denote by dom' A A w(') the domain of the partial mapping ' A .
An operation ' A on a partial algebra A is said to be discrete when its domain is empty, and total when it is a total mapping. A partial -algebra is said to be discrete (respectively, total) when all operations on it are discrete (respectively, total 3 ). We shall generically refer by a unary partial algebra to a partial ?-algebra, for ? any graph structure.
Given a nullary operation ' 2 and an element a 2 A (') , for simplicity we shall write ' A = a to denote that ' A is de ned, i.e., that dom' A = f;g, and ' A (;) = a 2 A (') .
Given a partial algebra denoted by a capital letter in boldface type (A, B, etc.), we shall always denote, unless otherwise stated, its carrier (S-set) by the same capital letter, but in slanted type (A, B, etc.), and its carrier of a given sort by the same capital letter in slanted type, but with the sort as a subscript (A s , B t , etc.).
A. For the purposes of this article, we shall restrict ourselves in the sequel to the case when Y is an initial segment of the set X xed in xA.2, so that by a set of variables we shall understand henceforth such an initial segment.
Given a term t 2 T (Y), we de ne its S-set of variables, var (t), by recurrence in the following way:
If t = x s;n 2 Y s X s then var (t) s = fx s;1 ; : : :; x s;n g and var(t) s 0 = ; for any s 0 6 = s. If t = ', with ' 2 nullary, then var (t) s = ; for each s 2 S. If t = '(t s1;1 ; : : :t s1;n1 ; : : :; t sp;1 ; : : :; t sp;np ) for some ' 2 with (') = (s n1 1 : : :s np p ; s) and if t si;1 ; : : :; t si;ni 2 T (Y) si for every i = 1; : : :; p, then var(t) s = i=1;:::;p j=1;:::;n i var (t si;j ) s ; s 2 S The S-set var (t) is a nite initial segment of X. We want to point out that var(t) is not the set of all variables \really ocurring" in t, but the least initial segment of X containing it. We shall usually denote w(var(t)) by simply w(t) (see end of A.2). B is a relative subalgebra of A when it is a weak subalgebra and it satis es the following further condition: if b 2 dom' A \ B w(') and ' A (b) 2 B (') then b 2 dom' B , for every ' 2 . B is a closed subalgebra of A when it is a weak subalgebra and it satis es the following further condition: if b 2 dom' A \ B w(') then b 2 dom' B , for every ' 2 .
In particular, if ' is a nullary operation with ' A = a then If B is a weak subalgebra of A and a 2 B then ' B may or may not be de ned, but if it is de ned then ' B = a.
If B is a relative subalgebra of A and a 2 B then ' B must be de ned and ' B = a. If B is a closed subalgebra then ' B must be de ned and ' B = a (and in particular a must belong to B).
We shall say that a subset C A is a closed subset of A when for every ' 2 , if c 2 dom' A \ C w(') then ' A (c) 2 C (') .
Notice that on every subset B of the carrier A of a partial algebra A we can de ne one, and only one, structure of partial algebra B such that it is a relative subalgebra of A (by taking ' B = ' A \(B w(') B (') ) for all ' 2 ), while (in principle) we can de ne a lot of weak subalgebras of A with carrier B. On the other hand, on B we can de ne a structure of closed subalgebra of A only when it is a closed subset of A, and in this case this structure is unique, because it is the relative subalgebra of A supported on B.
The closed subsets of a given partial algebra form a complete lattice with the usual inclusion; actually, it turns out that the intersection of an arbitrary family of closed subsets of a partial algebra is again a closed subset of it 2, 3.2.3]. It allows to de ne the closed subset of an algebra A generated by a subset X A as the least closed subset C A (X) of A containing X. The following description of the closed subset C A (X) generated by a subset X A of a partial ?-algebra A (with ? a graph structure) will be useful: C A (X) s = a 2 A s j 9t 2 T ? (X) s with w(t) = s 0 and 9a 0 2 X s 0 such that a = t A (a 0 )
In the case of unary partial algebras, we can say more: the union of an arbitrary family of closed subsets of a unary partial algebra is again a closed subset (this is false in general for partial algebras of arbitrary signature). This guarantees the existence of the greatest closed subset of a unary partial algebra A, contained in a subset X A (greatest closed subset that, for partial algebras of arbitrary signature, need not exist in general). Such greatest closed subset of A contained in X is, of course, the union of all closed subsets of A contained in X.
A subset I of A is an initial segment of A when it satis es the following condition: for every ' 2 , if a 2 dom' A and ' A (a) 2 I (') then a 2 I w(') .
It is straightforward to check that the arbitrary union or intersection of initial segments is again an We denote the fact that f : A ? ! B is a homomorphism from A to B by writing f : A ? ! B.
Taking as objects all partial -algebras and as morphisms the homomorphisms, we obtain a category that we shall denote by Alg . Now, in the partial algebras setting there is another notion of homomorphism yielding a (di erent) category of partial -algebras: It is important to point out that, for partial algebras, being a bijective homomorphism does not imply being an isomorphism in Alg , as a bijective mapping from a discrete algebra to a total one shows. The isomorphisms of partial algebras are the closed bijective homomorphisms ( 2, Prop. Notice that B is a weak (respectively, relative, closed) subalgebra of A when the corresponding inclusion is a homomorphism (respectively, full homomorphism, closed homomorphism). Then, in Alg the \natural" subalgebras are the weak ones, while in C-Alg they are the closed ones.
It is well known (cf. 2], 5]) that the category Alg is always complete and co-complete, while it is proved in 5] that C-Alg is complete and co-complete iff the signature is a graph structure 4 .
Furthermore, it is proved in 10] that Alg is not cartesian closed unless = ;, while C-Alg is cartesian closed iff is a graph structure, and in this case it is a Grothendieck topos.
A.7 Congruences. As it is usual, a congruence on a partial algebra is an equivalence relation compatible with the algebraic structure. The extent of such compatibility allows to de ne two types of congruences on partial algebras. Let = (S; ; ) be a signature, A = (A; (' A ) ' 2 ) a partial -algebra and A A an equivalence relation on the carrier A of this partial algebra (i.e., an S-indexed family ( s ) s2S of equivalence relations, each s on the corresponding A s ).
The equivalence relation is a (plain) congruence on A when it satis es the following condition: for every ' 2 with w(') = s Given a congruence on a partial -algebra A = (A; (' A ) ' 2 ), we de ne the quotient algebra A = A ; (' A= ) ' is a congruence on A. Moreover, if f is a closed homomorphism then ker f is a closed congruence.
Of course, ker nat = .
The following result holds:
Diagram Completion Lemma. Let f : A ? ! B and g : A ? ! C be two homomorphisms such that f is full and surjective. Then there exists a homomorphism h : B ? ! C such that g = h f iff ker f ker g. Such h is uniquely determined by f and g, and it is injective iff ker f = ker g.
For the results recalled up to now in this subsection, we refer the reader to 2, x2.4-2.7]. The congruences on a partial algebra A, with the usual inclusion, form a complete lattice, of which the closed congruences form an initial segment. In particular, given a set X of pairs of elements of A, there exists the least congruence on A containing X. We give a description of such least congruence on a unary partial algebra. This result (or rather the general version, for a general signature) could be considered as partial algebras folklore.
But given any such S-family of sets X s A s A s of ordered pairs, there need not exist a closed congruence on A containing them. In order to guarantee the existence of such least closed congruence containing a set of ordered pairs, we have to impose a further condition (related to closedness) on these ordered pairs.
Given a graph structure ? = (S; ; ) and a partial ?-algebra A = (A; (' A ) ' 2 ), we shall say that two elements a; a 0 2 A s are term-equivalent when for every s; s 0 2 S and for every term t 2 T ? (X) s 0 with w(t) = s we have that either a; a 0 2 domt A or a; a 0 6 2 domt A . Proposition A.2. Given a graph structure ? = (S; ; ), a partial ?-algebra A = (A; (' A ) '2 ) and sets of ordered pairs X s A s A s , s 2 S, there exists a least closed congruence on A containing (X s ) s2S if and only if for every pair (a; a 0 ) 2 X s , s 2 S, the elements a; a 0 are term-equivalent. And in this case such least closed congruence coincides with the least congruence containing (X s ) s2S described above.
The proof is similar to the one of 5, Lemma 3], which corresponds to the (one-sorted) case of X consisting of a single pair.
A.8 Products and Pullbacks. As we have said in A.6, Alg , for any signature , and C-Alg ? , for any graph structure ?, are complete. In this subsection we recall the construction of binary products and pullbacks in these categories, these constructions being easily generalizable to arbitrary nonempty indexed products and pullbacks. While E-equations only allow to formulate axioms for total term operations, the real equivalent for the concept of equations for total algebras are ECE-equations, existentially conditioned existence equations. These are implications of the form De nability by ECE-equations is de ned analogously. A class of partial -algebras is de nable by E-equations iff it is closed with respect to homomorphic images (under plain surjective homomorphisms), closed subalgebras and arbitrary products {if S is nite| or arbitrary reduced, or ltered, products (which naturally contain products) |when S is in nite. On the other hand, a class of partial -algebras is de nable by ECE-equations iff it is closed with respect to closed homomorphic images, closed subalgebras and reduced products. Moreover, those classes of partial -algebras that are de nable by ECE-equations are epire ective full subcategories of Alg , and therefore complete and cocomplete.
Beyond these results, the Meta Birkho Theorem 3, Th. 3.5] entails the characterization of classes of partial -algebras de ned by di erent types of ECE-equations, by means of their closure under di erent types of algebraic operators. So, for instance, this Theorem entails that those classes of partial ?-algebras (for ? any graph structure) de nable by ECE-equations of the type (Y : ' 1 (x 1 ) e = ' 1 (x 1 )^ ^' n (x n ) e = ' n (x n ) ) t e = t) (with all ' i 2 and all variables x i pairwise di erent) are exactly those classes closed with respect to quotients by congruences, closed homomorphic pre-images (and in particular closed subalgebras) and reduced products. Moreover, it is very easy to prove that such classes are closed under coproducts, and therefore they are closed under pushouts (which are nothing but quotients of coproducts).
Appendix B: HLR conditions
For the sake of the reader's convenience, we brie y recall here the HLR conditions, following essentially 11, Def. g 00 (2) if (1)+ (2) is a pushout square, (2) is a pullback square and g; g 0 ; g 00 ; h; h 0 2 M then (1) is a pushout square.
The pair (C; M) is said to satisfy condition HLRE when it satis es the Existence of semi-Mpushouts, Inheritance of M-morphisms under pushouts, Existence of semi-M-pullbacks, Inheritance of M-morphisms under pullbacks, and M-pullback-pushout decomposition properties.
The pair (C; M) is said to satisfy condition HLR1.5 when it satis es condition HLR1 and C has all coequalizers.
The pair (C; M) is said to satisfy condition HLR1 when it satis es conditions HLR0.5 and HLR1.
The pair (C; M) is said to satisfy condition HLR2 when it satis es condition HLR1 and the following properties:
Closure of M: M is closed under composition. Cube-pushout-pullback property: Given any commutative cube such that all morphisms in the top and bottom squares are in M, the top diagram is a pullback square and the front and right-hand side diagrams are pushout squares, then the bottom diagram is a pullback square iff the back and left-hand side diagrams are pushout squares.
The pair (C; M) is said to satisfy condition HLR2 when it satis es conditions HLR0. is also a pushout square. It is clear that condition HLR2 entails all other HLR conditions except HLRI.
